the univers else is yours

George Maciunas, member and editor of FLUXUS, employed the Univers typeface for many of the manifestos, scores, schemas and statements that he typeset over the years. Making a living as a designer, Maciunas owned an IBM Composer (Selectric or Executive Typewriter 065), a relatively cheap in-house optical type setting system. He used a version of the Univers that Adrian Frutiger himself had adapted for the 9-unit escapement system of the IBM Composer. Frutiger believed that "type design, in its restraint, should be only felt but not perceived by the reader".

For the bodytext of Fluxus Codex, an anthology published in 1988, typographer and author Melanie Hedland chose the same Univers and low-cost technology. It produced a charmingly rounded and dancing typeface that playfully smiles back at its dry swiss creator, as if trying to provide a beautiful warm up to an old modernist classic.

Univers Else is an attempt to escape the post '80 era of geometrical purity that is so typical of Postscript vector based font drawing. Some of Univers Else features are: round angles, floating baselines, erratic kerning. The shapes of Univers Else were obtained from scanning the printed text-pages of Fluxus Codex. Different scans were than assembled following various grids. These huge bitmaps were processed with appropriate potrace settings by our own homegrown Fonzie software using .ufo as a working font format, and finally OpenType as output.

Univers Else is released under an Open Font License.

http://ospublish.constantvzw.org
/foundry/univers-else/
Today she started with C.

The vinyl letters in different sizes and colors she sold in her shop found their way to shawarma tents, garages and snack bars throughout the city. Madame C refused to work by command so she made sure that there were always enough figures and characters in stock. This was how she made a living.

To amuse herself, she begun each new alphabet at a random place. But today, when she placed her knife routinely on the vinyl to begin the first curve, she hesitated. Why had she started with the first letter of her own name? Madame C lit a cigarette.

Did she recognize herself in the forms she cut out of plastic? Did she feel she left a mark on the urban landscape? Did she feel the author of her alphabet?

The young man with many questions had passed by again this morning and she had replied that her late father had designed the molds. She knew it was an evasive answer, but she did not like the idea that these letters belonged to her personally. She took her knife and restarted the curvature of the C with a bit more force than necessary.